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ABOUT THE,MoDULet

This module, is one of four competency- based, modules produced for use with
, in .service teacher, education prOgrbms in the area of consumers' education. The
principal purpose of the.modules is to assist curriculum- leaders and teachers wi-fh.the
'planning,, development, implementation and evaluations of a multi-disciplinary
consumers' education school. program. While the, modules do not comprise a

complete in-service .'program, they Tvide a substantial foundation for both
elementary and secondary teachers.

Module 1 provides an orientation to this program area and prese,nts a
generalized curriculum framework for the shaping of instruction and curricula
outcomes.

Ws:Jule 2 presents a conceptual framework drawing on major consumer and
economic concepts and economic generalizations which yip' comprisez. core of
competencies for the, consumer educator. These concepts and iene lizations
provide the basig for aiericulum building.

Module 3 provides a set of experiences designed to help teachers relater-the
above conceptual framework to existing traditional schoOl subject's. Several exercises
are provided to help the, teacher integrate the above concepts' and generalizations
into an existing curriculum.

Module 4 provides experiences that will enftle teachers to improve their
techniques for, the evaluation of student performance in consumers education.
Procedures for program evaluation are also outlined.

Each of the above modules is.a serf-contained product intended for teachers to
complete at their ownmte. One or all four modules can be used to improve
;1(:)mpetency . in a giveWarea. Each module contains a Terminal .Performance
bjectiarl-a competency each teacher should acquire upon completion of the

module. Etiabling Objectives comprise subcompetencies teachers-should achieve as

they proceed through the modble. Enabling Elements contain instructional content
designed tQ,help the teacher meet the Enabling Objective. Pre: and post-tests are
provided to. help theteacher determine whether the Enabling Objective' has been

,mastered,Orwhere additional fevjew is.neceisary. At the conclusion di the module a
.follow-up activity is suggested.

We sincerely hope 4hat7: beyond creating., basic teacher competencies in
Consumers' .Educetion; these modules stimulate a Strong interest and enthusiasm in
this vitally important field. .
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RATIONALE, OBJECTIVES, AND HOW
TO USE THIS MODULE

' RatiOnale
. , . . . .

To evaluate is to make meaningful decisions based upon the best information at
hand. The thoughtful evaluation of the learning/teaching outcomes of c'onsumers'
education+ is the most effective way a teacher can assure that the efforts to instruct
and the' efforE to learn will produce the best results practically obtainable..

Evaluative decisions may be made during ' the course of -the instruction and
studyof a unit, or at its beginning. Theevaluations conducted at these times lead to
decisions to continue the instruction and study as it'is going, to change ittin certain
ways, or to start certain students on The study of new modules or units. Evaluations
conducted to decide whether, and how best tb continue a teaching /learning activity,
or whether to start a new.one are called formAtive-evaluations.

decisions. may be made at theclose a teaching /learning\bc.Evaluative decisions. sequence.
The teacher and the students need; to know what has ben en learned during the course
of the unit, and the teacher must decide upon its ade acy and quality. Evaluative'
decisions made at the close of a' teaching/learning sequence far the purpose of
summingrbp the adequacy ,and quality of the outcomes are known as Summative
evaluations. Evaluations upon which unittor course grades are based are summative
evaluations. .

The purpose of this module is to describe appropriate techniques for obtainint,
in usable form, reasonably extensive, valid and dependable information about the
principal aspects of student. attainment; about the principal types of student input;
and, about the principal types of teacher input which affect student attainmerrt.

-While it is recognized that in the making of evaluative decisions information
'pertaining fa other fields (instructional materials, students' _backgrounds, etc.)
frequently will be needed, such topics are not included in this module. s_the
objectives to which the content and activities of this module are directed are stated
below.

Terminal Performance Objective.
. .. . .. .

Given the information and, exercises presented in this module, the,teacher will
o y

demonstrate 'a mastery of its content by responding 'correctly to `,7.0% Of the test'
, items included in terminal test covering its enabling.objectives. .,

1

I

Enabling Objectives ' r

,1. Describe evaluation in terms of (a) its end products, (b) its elements, and (c) itst _

processes. . I .
i

2.. State the principal differences between test data and other observational dat.
3.. DesCribe each of five type of test items,in terms of their respective forms.
4. Describe each -of five tyaes: of test items in terms of .the cognitive skills and

processes that presumably will be used by students answering them: ,:t

1
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5. Apply basic guidelines for the writing of all objective items.
6. Explain the meaning and the importance ortest validity.
7.4 Explain the relationship between content and process validity.
8. oWrite items based iipon a given content which will illustrate each of six

cognitive skills or processes. .

9.. State the difference between norm and criterion referenced tests and illustrate-
usesuses of each reference system.

:11). State valid reasons for considering observatipnal data other than test scores
when evaluating student attainment.

11. Describe a technique for recording such data in usable form.
12. Describe ways in which, such data may be utilized when' making evaluative

decisions.
113. State professional reasons for documenting teacher input.
14. Use a form for documenting teacher input.

O
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PRE -ASSESSMENT

Purpgse

. The purpose of the pre-assessment is to enable the reader to identify the
sections of this module that he/she would benefit by studying. Each item in The
assessment; etest, is tied to the section, or Enabling Element, of the module thbt
pre,sents the content tested by the item. By following the directions to be given, the
pre - assessment, will identify the Enabling-Elements each person should study.

/

Directions
I

1. Prepare an answer sOreet by writing the numbers from 1 thfough 20 inecolumn
about one inch from the right edge of an ordinary sheet of paper. On this answer
sheet,`the answers can be written along the right edge of the page. They will be
easy to score. (You may record your answers in the book, but scoring will be
difficult.)

....

2. Read each item carefully, and read it completely.
.!--

3. 'For_ each item, there -are a number of alternatives, or choices. Select the
alternative that seems to be true, or to be the best one given. Write the letter
'number of that choice beside the nurn5er of that itern,on the answer sheet.'

I

4. Turn the page, and Work completely through the pre-assessment. Try all1items,
but if you cannot make a choice, leave the answer.space blank and go on to the

. -
.---next item.

5. Turn the page and begin.
...

.

/
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PRE- ASSESSMENT

.
Read each of the following statements carefully.. Each is numbered. Some are

TRUE; some are FALSE. Select the answer below which gives the numbers_of ALL
statements which are TRUE.

c
6

1. Any process by which data are collected is evaluation.
2. Evaluation conducted at the close of a sequence, or a period of instruction, is

summative if it produces a decision about the value or merit of the outcomes of
the activities over the sequence or period.

3. To be an evaluation, the decision must be based upon termswhich can be clearly
,identified.

4. For formOve evaluation, clearly stated terms and dependable data may be nice,
but really are not necessary.

5. For good evaluation it is-absolutely hecessary to deve-WPa comprehensive plan,
and to carry out the plan.

.1. In the paragraph above, the TRUE statements are-those numbered:
A. 1, 3, 5

B. 2, 3, 5
C. 3, 4; 5

D. 2, 4, 5

Items 2 and 3 pertain to data obtained by administering tests and to data
obtained through Other types of observations. Read each statement carefully. T,iien)
mark the letter number of the alternative which iskue of it.

'2. The data usually can be checked by an independent observer.
A. The statement tends to be more true of test data than of other

obserVatiohal data. , c

B, The statement is equally true of data obtained from tests and from other/ types Of observations.
C. , The statement tends to be more true of other observational data thin of

test data. , '( ,

D.- The statement is true of neither. , Z

3. The data, may be affected' to a considerable degree by-persoralityfactors in
the observer.
A. The statement tends to be more true of test data than of other

observational data.
r B. The statement is equally true of data obtained from.tests and from other

types of observations.
C. The statement tends.to be more true of other observational data than of

test data.
D. The statement is true of neither.

4
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Answer items 4 and 5 by matching each -item type on the left with its
description as often' as you wish.

Item Type. \'

4. Alternative response

5. Multiple choice

I. , Description

_A. A statement or question followed
by three or more possible an-
swers, 'only one of which is cor-
rect or clearly the best ,

B. A statement or question contain-
ing a blank into which the student
is to write,a word or phrase

C. A question or statement of a task
` for which the student is to write

his complete answer

D. A question or a statement to
which the student 'it" to indicate
his- choice of two possible an-
swers.

In the column on the right ,below,. five cognitive skills and processes are listed
and Numbered. For the item fypelisteci in question 6 and in question'7, selecfthe

s alternative which records the numbers of the several cognitive skills and process,es
for which items of that type can' be used effectively as measures.

'ten., Type .

6. Multiple choice:
Cognitive Skips and processes

A. 1, 3, 5 1. recall of information
B. 2,4,'5
C. 1, ?, 3, 4
D. 5, 4, 3, 1

7. Essay:
A. 1;3, 4
B. 2, 4, 5
C. 3, 4
D.

2. understanding

,3. opinion vs. fact

4. sequenting

5.. organization and expression of
personal rekitions

the statement in each, of the- two following, items may, (DI may not, be a good
guideline for- the writing of objective test items. Read each, apd,choose the response
which best describes the statement as a guideline. ,

8. When .wording item stems and the alternatives, use absolutes (always; never; all;
n e, etc.)

5
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Ai "generally correct
B. not correct, because they generally signal an incdrrect answer
C.. gen'erally okay, because their use makes item writing easier.

t
Errors students have made in the course of their Study are the best source of
erroneous alternatives for test items. .

A. false, because the studehts should not meet their errors on test
B. inNther true or not,-it is unethical to use them because their use will make

the items tricky
T-

J'-
_C. correct as staetl.

10. The validity of a'test is its most important property.
A. false, bscaue the processes it actually measures are moLimportant
B. true, no other quality can make up for poor validi, but good validity can

compensate for other possible weaknesses . .,,,,AF

C. false, because if, not A./ a I id forathe purpose written., it still may prOduce'
interesting result . .

* .
, ,

.

L.D. true, because va y isa_ general proVerty,indepentientOf the purposes of
the teacher and characteristics of the students: . , ..

4

Read each 9f the numbered' statements very
rnative below.which lists the numbers of all that ar

then select the

it -

Content and"Process Validity.

7

e

. ./ ) /
(

. 11 If the items in a test deal with the' contentactuatly covered in a unit module,
.

the test possesses content validity, 1,
.\,

2. If. the items requite ,the. students to egploy the cognitive pr.oC'esses.utilize in:,,
their study.of thecontent,the test Possesses proCess validit.

3. Content can..be-tested without involving One or filiore cogni-tnce processes. :.
'4. ac1-1 cognitive promos mist be tied to sbrne:elemeni of conten,t,because each

processmust operate upon some content., that is, processes canpdt operate in the
abstrabt. . . . A '

5; Any cognitive process can be tested ,,`'y a single -item if the ilem deals with. ..
.-

"*.:' suitable content. .,
. *l .

,. .

1,1. I judge the TRUE statements to be:
4

A,
B.

C.

1,

2,
1 ,

4,
3,
4

5

5

i ,

D. 1,2,42, 4

6

r

94.

For each of the next two items, select the letter numbefrom the list below of
thetognitive skill or proceSs that students probably would use in responding to it.
'You may use any skill or process as oft r as you wish.

6

12
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.Skill or Process

A. (generalizing
B. inferenCe
C. classification
D. hypothIsis rievelopMent

12. A girl found thaishe could invest in each of the following types of securities at
the, interest rates shown below:

U.S. savings bonds 3.75% 7
tuitional bank savings account/ 4:5%
savings and loan account ,5.0%
first mortgage ,on a home 7 6.5%
second.mortgage on a home 8.75%

In one short sentence what probably accounts for the increase in interest rate
as the types of investment change as you read down through this list?.

,5ki11 or process numbered probably would be used by student
respon,ding to thiiiitrr.

13. 'A number of
-whether ifs:

fibers

A.' allipimal fiber

B.- a vegetable fiber

C. aitmthetid fiber

are listed below. Write the letter before each indicating

linen

dacro5

wool

cotton

nylon'

11/4

4

Skill or process numbered probably would be used by students
responding-to this item.

14. A teacher stated that two students failed to answer cor;rettly 80% of the
questions on the test on 'the module they had just completed, and that-these
"tttiq students therefore could not undertake the study of the-next module.

Qbviously the teacher was interpreting the test results in:

A.': a norm referenced manner
B.'arverraneous manner
C. a criterion referenced manner
D. an unethic,a1 man

7
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15. Which- of the following are the two most important reasons for considering
observational data other than test score en evaluating' students attainment?.

Most Important Reasons

A. 1,2

B. 1,3.

C. 2, 3

D. 3, 4.

-Possible Reasons

1. Certain objectiVescan be assessed only
in terms of the behaviors of. students in
the course of their activities.

2. Some students do not do well on tests.
3. Some lhings-students do probably indi-

cate that changes in their learning are
taking place before the results. show up
on test scores.

4. ,Observations of other behaviors gibe
the student a defensible basis for
awarding better grades to some stu-
dents and lower grades to other stu-
dents.,

16. The following paragraph contains. statements describing a technique for
recording observational data other than test scores. Not all of the statements
may be correct. Read the paragraph carefully and choose the.alternative which
lists the numbers of the statements w1hich are correct.

The numbers of the
correct statements:

.A. 1, 2, 4,-6

B. 2, 3, 4

C. 3, 4, 5, 6

D. 2, 5

(

Description

(1) Observations of unscheduled student be-
havior sheSUld be recorded as inecdotes; pri-
marily for use by the teacher making the
observation. (2) Each record should state just
what the student did and contain a brief
notation of the circumstances under which the

'behavior occurred. (3) Each entry also should
contain. the teacher's 'inferences about-the stu-
dents' motives and the affective effects upon
other students. (4) Prior to making the actual
observations, the teacher should decide just
what behaviors she will look for, and list them,
keeping the list brief. (5) The behaviors to be
observed may include any that interest the
teacher, because she has no way of knoWing to
what she will relate them. (6) A simple note-
book page for each pupil,- listing his name,
.providing a column for dates, and blank space
for recording the observed behaviors probai is
the best record system to start with.

.
8
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17. Listed on the right are po
thq arternatives on the left
usttig observational data.

Generally advisable ways
to use'other.
obseriational data

A.

6.

C.

D. 1,5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2, 3, 4, 5

2, 3, 4

ible ways of using observational data. Choose from
e one that lists the generally advisable ways of

Possible Ways

1. Quantify them and treat, the resultSrnathe-
matically.

,2. Plan how best to use te records for all
students -if they will be used in arriving at
the grade for any studen?.

3. Use the records for counseling 'individual
students and in conference with individual
student's parents.

4. Use them as one part of a student's record,
being aware that the behaviors recorded
constitute only a part of the total of any
student's behaviors.
Ose them in a completely unstructured and
unplanned manner so you will not prejudice
thebehkiors of any student.

5.

18. Which of the following are valid professional reasons for documenting teacher
input into the learning/teaching process?

Valid Reasons

A.

B.

C.

D.

1,

1,

2,

1,

2,

2

3

3

3.

Possible Reasons

1. Documenting the several things the teacher
does makes them evident to the teacher.

2. Documenting ,the several things the teacher
does provides evidence that the teacher did
do something.

3. Documenting the several things a teacher
does enables her to redistribute her effort
and thus become more effective.

Classify the specific teacher activity given in each of the two following
quvstiOns by recording the lettennu-mber of the,type of teacher input to which it
belongs from the list on the right.

Specific Teacher Activity Type of Teacher Input
19. Wrote items for end- ,

of-unit test (1 hpur)
A. Planning and Preparation: Strategibs
B. Other Activities: Independent Study
C.' Direct Instruction: Large Group
D. Direct Instruction: Preparing Tests

9
1(3



20. Prepared presenta-
' tion on Consumers'

Education for par-
ents' club (2 hours)

r.

A. Related Activities: Committee
B. Related Activities: Community
C. Planning: Assemble Instructional Materials
D. Direct Large Group.

INSTRUCTIONS

.
You may check back over any items if you wish.

Turn the page and.check your answers with those given in the Answer Key.

fi
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DIAGNOSTIC:ASSESSVIENT

ANSWER KEWENABUNG ELEMENTRELATIONSHiPS

'4)7:
Directions: Check your answers against the, correct answers, given in column two )

below. Record as your score the total number of items ybu answered correctly.

Then for each item answered incorrectly, study the corresponding enabling element
given below. It is suggested that you study the enabling elements in numerical order
(for example, enabling element numbered 5 should be studied before enabling
element numbered 7).

5

Diagnostic
Assessment

Item Number

A

Correct
Answer

Enabling
Dement
Number

Go
To

Page

'1 B 1 13
2 A 2 18
3 2 18
4 3 21
5 A 3 21
6 4 27

,7 D 4 27
8 5 31.
9 5 31

10 6 35
11 7 37
12 A 8 42
13 8 42
14 9 52

ti

15 10 54
16

.B

A 11 55
17 12 59

, 18 . D 13 62
19 14 63
20 14 63

1'7



GLOSSARY

Contentthe information, subje4t Matter, ideas, etc.,.presented during instruction
and presumably to be tested.

Enabling EleMentthe information printed in a module to enable the reader to
'attain the objective to which it is related.

Enabling Objectiveone of the quite specific, smaller objectives, the attainment of'
which will contribute to the mastery of the larger terminal objective.

Generalizationa general statement linking two or more concepts; a principle.

Inferencean explanation an individual 'develops to explain, or account'for, the
' occurrence of a relatively complex event.

Item Alternativeone of th#schoices offered as a possible answer or correct response)

to an item. 3r

Item Stemthe basic statement, proposition,-or question with which a test item
deals.

Observational Datarecords of events or of performances actually observe0,orseen;
contrasts with hearsay,records, beliefs, "hunches," etc.

ProcessManner in which content, as defined above, is handled (manipulated) in tiv
mind. A process is a way of mentally handling one or more ideas.

Reliability the dependability of test results in the sense that if the same measures
were given to the same students again under the same conditions, the results
would be the same.

Supply Type Itemsitemsothat offer students no alternatives or choices of answers.
Typically they contain blanks in which the student must write in, or supply, the
correct word br phrase.

Terminal Performance Objectivethe thing the student is to be able to do upon'the
Comp letiOn of the module presented. in thjs module, the terminal performance
objective is to answer correctly 70% of the items on the Post-Assessment.

Validitythe extent to which a tgst measures precisely what it was written to
measure, and measures nothing else.

12



ENABLING ELEMENT 1

Evaluation in Consumers' Education
,

0

Evaluation is a process whictsi leads to a decisiop- as its end product. The
i decision may pertain to the outcomdf a.6astcourse &Action, or activity, and be a

statement of the extent or the value,df the outTmes. F6r example, at the close of a
reporting period, the teacher reviews the record.iof the work done by a student,

-decides its value, and awards the gi'lide which best expresses the decision made. This
type of decision is a summative evaluation: (

The end product of an evaluation may be a decision made for the purpose of
formulating new or modified lines of,action, or strategies, designbd to improve
future outcomes over those realized ih the immediate past. This type of decision is a
formative evaluation. A teacher, on the basis of a short check test and observation of
the students' study behavior, may identify a half dozen students who are not
achieving satisfactorily, and who appear to be stymied in their study efforts. The
teacher evaluates their situation, that is, makes a decisidn, for thef-purpose of
enabling them to improve their future achievement. The types of decisions may
vary, and the put3Oses for making them may vary, but a process must produce a
decision if it properly is to be called an evaluation.

But all decisions are not the.end products of an evaluative process. We all make
impetuous decisions, and are unable to explajn.how we arrived at them. Such argot
based upon an evaluation. An evaluation results in a decision for which Vve.car(state
the elements that entered into its making. By the elements we mean the
components, factors, or considerations upon which if rests. For example, a clear
statement that students' grades will be based upon, their' test scores, their written
class work, their participation in class discussion, and observed indications" of
changes in their values and attitudes affords a basis for making decisions thatIproperly may be designated summative evaluations.

"to utilize the stated corne.nts, actOrs or considerations in the making of
evaluative decisions, teachers must have an adequate amount of valid and
dependable in-formation, data, about each. To obtain such data, plans must be
instituted for its collection arid for its prOcessing.into fdrrns that are usable in the
making of the decisions to be made. For example, if the students' term'. grades will
be based, in part, upon the average (or median) of the percentages of the questions
they answer correctly on each of three tests, the tests must be planned,.the items
written, the tests administered, the answers scored and the scores processed to yield,datalkisable form. ,

In summary, an evaluation is a decision pertaining to a clearly stated subject; a
decisionofor whidh we can identify the components, factors, or considerations that

'entered into. its making; and a decision for which we possess and utilize valid and
derirdable data pertaining to each component, factosideration that entered
into its making. l

In terms of the processes involved, it is necessary to develop a plan which states .

just.what is to be evaluated; states,the components, factas, or considerations that

_At
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will* enter, into the making of the decision or decisions; specifies the data needed ft),
each component, factor or;consideration; and indicates the means by which each
type of data will be obtaiped and processed into usable form; carry out the Ian for
data collection and prOcesSing,.and utilizing the data obtained, make the delision or

eiegisions necessary to evaluate Vie,pcoduct or process stated.
Most teachers do hot have-much diffWIty in determining just what they wish 1-

to evaluate. With some thought, theytypically can determine the components,
factors, and conside.rations that should enter into the making of their decisions
about the outc.o*s or processes they decidzeo evaluate. Because obtaining an
adequate amounf .of valid and dependable data pertaining to, each component,
factor, or consideration, and processing the data into usable forms are the recurring

,problems, these are topics addressed in much of the remainder orThthis module.

c"

C".

S.
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PRACTICE EXERCISE.1.

In anoth4 module you were presented the concept cluster: Production and
Cdnsurne ptionP if Goods and Services. It dealt specifically with the concepts:

A. Go6
f3:" Sery
C. Pro
D. Ho
E. Ca

F. Di

Assum
that you wr,

. In the'
the left. F
descriptiOn

e
..

ction and Consitmptiorr,
ehold ,

._

al 'GoodrnibutiO

hat ou will teackh this concept cluster to pupils .irr e fifth grade, and A
.

evaluate the effecliveness of the learning/teaching activities.
r ercise below, three' essentials of evaluation are listed in the column on i

r each essential in the first column, record the letter number of the t.
n the right that best fits.it.

4

Essentials Evaluati6n
in Consu s' Education

1. fi decision pertaining to
clearly stated subject

'Clearly identified
factors, or con

''siderations that will
into'

en-

ter nto, the evaluation

Valid and dependable,
data to be utilized w.hen
making the evaluation

Che k your answers. with

7

ey on page 17.

Description of Possible
Essentialsr,

A. I shall base my decision upon scores on'
an 18 item test made up of thcee.items
pertaining to, each concept. -eorrebt
responses to any two of the,three items \
pertaining to peach concept will be

accepted as evidence of mastery of that,
Concept.

B. Which of ,the students can probeed to'
the next'concept cluster onthe basis of
,their having mastereak five of the six
concepts presented in this-cluster?,

C. Students are so different, and) know
rmi students so well that .I `will just
decide which 'ones need further ,

before going on to the next concept
cluster.

D. Following each student's name, I shall
' record in order the number of clues-4
tions pertaining to each Concept an-
Swered correctly, and then count the
number of "2's" and "3's" fOi. each
student to deterenine how many of the
six concepts were mastered.

5
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PRACTICE EXE\RoISE 2

.11 r, ,

oa

The column on the left lists five Teacher's Activities and the colamn on the
right lists the three principal Evalfratton Processes. Match each activity, with its

process'in the spice preceding each

Evaluation Process

process by recording the letter number of the
activity. Use any process as often as you wish.

Teache'r's Activity

1: Administered a .test on the con-
cepts in the cluster. ,entitled
'Production.' and Consumption
of,koodsand Services"

*2. Tdid the class that whether or
not a student may go on to the

---next concept cluster will de-
pend upon mastery of five of
the six concepts in this cluster.

3. Scored the test in terms of the
number of questions pertaining
to each concept answered cor-
rectly by each student.

4. Counted the number of con-
cepts fof which each student
individually answered correctly
2 or 3 questions; and if the
total was 5 or more, placed him
in the group to 'study the, next
cluster.

,

5. Mastery will be determined by
responding correctly to two out
of three questions pertaining to
each concept.

A. developing a plan for the total
evaluation

B. carrying Out the _plan fdr data
- collection

C. Cutilizing the data in making the
evalu'atiVe decisions

_

r

Check your answers with
the key on page 17. '.
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Key for Practice Exercise 1

1. B

2. A

3. D

Key for Practice Exercise 2

1. B

A 2. A

3. B

a.
4.1*C

5. A

47,

4,-

4
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ENABLIDIG ELEMENT 2

Similarities etid Differences Betweenjest Data and

Other ObservatiOnal Data Pertaining to

Student Attainment"
1

Student attainment enters into most evaluations in ph icfo areare involved.
Some aspects of attainment, such as knowledge gained, skills mastered, attitudes
developed, etc:, may be the subject of the evaluation, or they may be theVements
upon which the effectiveness of something else (teaching strategy, for instance), is to
be evaluated. Data'pertaining to- student attainment may be divided into two broad

atypes: test data and other observational data.
----basically, aft data are records of observations made by somebody or reported to
have been made by somebody. All are records of real or purported observations. The
datum that the time of sunrise on a given day was 6:20 a.m. is:one whose accuracy is
subject to independent verification. The datum that aighoit appeared at a ceilain

. spot at a certain time may be b record of a reported observation, but it is not subject
to independent verification, and hence its accuracy is subject to question: ozen

ipeople standing near each other, all having synchronized chronometes, robably
00

would have differed in their reported times of sunrise by only a few' seconds. The
reported time was reliable within small margin of error. The reports of a dozen.
people near the slow the host allegedly' appeared doubtless would varywhe(e
widely among themselves. 'Hence the reported sighting would have low reliability.
Sighting the sunrise is a valid way of determining its timeof rising. Sighting a ghost'

..

may be a valid' way of establishing the reality of ghosts, but the accuracy )and A
reliability of such data are so poor that the validity_ of the reported sighting well may ,

be questioned. While all data used in evaluating educational outcomes and procesles
should originate as observations, in practice they vary greatly in terms of their v de
accuracy, reliability, and validity. .----- ,'

Tests yield records of the actual performance of the Student taking.the test. The
records have a certain permanence, and are there for anyone to see and tb examine.
This much is true of all types of Short answer tests, of essay tests, and of tests ,

requiring the productionof a durable product like a picture or a piece of furniture.
Ot et observations may deal with transitory behaviors,' lacking any degree of

permanence and leaving no record in and of themselves. A nod of agreement with an
expression of a value; a student obviously comparing the advertlsements.for two
garments; selecting an orange instead of pie at the cafeteriecounter may be observed
only when and while they are happening, and in and 01 themselves they leave no
record. They cannot be re-checked, and cannot be examked by anyone not present
at the time of their occurrence.

Data derived from tests may be obtained whenever they are desired. The
obtaining of test data is completely, controllable by the teacher desiring to make that
type of observation. Observations of other behaviors,generally must be made ,
whenever they occur, and their Occurrence is unscheduled and generally unpre- .

r-
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dictable and 'uncontrollable. Under such circumstances, the teacher misses observing
the occurrences of many behaviors, and henCe the data pertaining to them generally
understate their frequency by somemknown amount.'

.., .

.1Test data practtcally are free_of personality differehces Aich ray greatly affect
. those derived 'frOm other observations. All students make the same pes of records
on their answer sheets, and these ,records are equally observable by. I teachers. The
Observabhe manifestations of affective responses vary greatly from student to
student, ,being fairly obvious for some, and praCtically undetectible for others.
,Teachers, tod,'.vary in their ability to detect such responses. Some are. quite
percerYtive, and others simply are not. WAIT probably are selective in the detection ofiaffective responses. Each 'person is more. lilsely to detect responses si i r to those
he makes,than to detect responses which are not. Stbdent differences and teacher
differences combine to lover the reliability and even the validity of much
observational data: . a

Not all test data are equally objective, valid, and reliable. Generally data derived
from so-called objective tests in which the student marks one correct answer are
qUite dependable. 'Data derived from essay tests _generally are somewhat less
dependable because of scoring -problems. The students' answers Very greatly 'in
accuracy, completeness, style and legibility. Determining precisely how jnuch each-
student knows is difficult and the teacher's standards may shift during the process of
scoring the papers. Deriving accurate data from objective tests is relatively easy;
deriving acp.iratepta from essay tests is more difficult and the dependability of the
scores derived.eften is affected adversely.

Data derived from tests -generally originate in numerical term's, being the-
number of questions answered correctly Or the number of points made on an essay
tests They may' be manipulated busing common arithmetical processes. Thus the

4111 ° raw data, May be converted into percentages, into.some standard scale values, their
averages cimputed, ranked, and grouped as the teacher. may wish. Each step in the
process from Scoring to final. reporting may be checked for accuracy.

Data derived from most other types of obselvations origina-te.iverhal terins.
They report the 'teacher's observdtions. Therefore, the data are subjective reports
whose precise meaning may not be clear to another reader, or even,to the writer
after a period of time. Being verbal reports, their processing and synthesis is difficult
end not exact. Typically, the data can only be reviewed, and - subjective judgments
nude about the frequency and qUalitY of the behavior dekribed. If attempts are.
made to, convert the data intk.numerical terms, the resulting data retain all the
weaknesses of the original verbal reports. Additionally, the data assume the
weaknesses of nominal or coarse ordinal measures with ytihich little properly can be
done, arithmetically.

O
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 3

Check the correct cokes n, "true" or "false."

C-

a.

.
Compared to test data, observations of other typds of student behavior.are:

,T F VP

1. more permanent IT
.f:11'-,.

2. nidregliadily confirmed by other observers \4
3. less,easily interpreted \ 'IV

. 4
.

-4, more accurateTy treatable by math ical processes

5. less.reliableir

6. more objective
s...._,,a

7. less complete

- .Check your answers below.

1

s-

P

0%.

,4
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, ENABLING ELEMENT a
I

Formal Characteristicsof Each
of Five Item Types

Figure T, whigi follows; supplies in its second columna brieftiescription of the
,

form of each of the five mo5; dismrrfonlyiused types of items, namely: multiple
.choice, matching, alternative .r'espO, supoply,. and essay. In Figure 1, the form of
test items will be describecl\ogy A terms of their essential eletnents, or partithat .

rntist beyresen.t0 to.corhpose an item of the type designated'
For each Noe of test item listed.in column,S4 read carefully the description of

its form in colurrtri 2. lihM try Prgbtfce Exercise-*, which follows...

o

V.

a

.
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Item Type

Figure 1. Characteristics of five types of items in terms
of form and of processes 'measured.

Form Cognitive PrOcesses ft

1: Multiple Statement, or stem, plus three
Choice _ or more choices, one,and Only

one of which will correctly
complet6 the statement or an-
swer the question presented in '

the stem. Typically, the stems
are numbered as questions,
and the choices are lettered a,
b, c,

Efficiently measures recall' of
knowledge of factual informa-
tion. Can also be constructed
as an effective /rneas'u e of
underi"tandings, thinking ills,
comparison, contrast, seq enc-
ing, opinion vs. fact, etc. Not
recommended to measure or-
ganization and expression of
Personal thoughts, reactions,
etc.

2. Matching Stem directs studfont to select

4 from The entries in one col-
umn the one or more which

,
are associated with each ob-

. . ject, process, or attribute list-
ed in the other of the two
columns immediately follovir-
ing.

Efficiently measures recall of
knowledge of_factual material.
Can also be constructed to
measure effectively under-
standings and selected, think-
ing skills, comparisp con-
trast,- sequencing, opinibp vs.
fact, etc. Not recommen,dd to
measure organization- and ex-
pression of personal thoughts,
reactions, eitc,

3. Alternative Statement Or stem states a

resp6nse proposition to which alterna-
tives offer two reasons that are
opposite in meaning; often
true-false; fact-opinion; greater
than -less than, etc. Items gen-
erally are brief.,

Ng.

, .

Efficiently measures knowl--
edge of things or events- that
naturally can exist in only one
way-.6'r in the opposite way, or
that can be represented as so
existing. Has very - limited
Value as means of measuring
higher order cognitive pro-L
cesses without making the
stem complex and involved.
Cannot be used to measu're
ability to generate, compose,
and express studems' personal
thoughts, reactions, etc.

4
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4. Stpply Statement or stem requires the

.\-"°.\)

supplying of .a cr -tical word,
phrase, or short clause at the
point indicated to complete it,
making it true. Different
words or expressions may be
used provided their meaning
does not differ from- that of
the expected response.

Efficiently measures recall 'of
knowledge of factual informa-
tion. May be used to measure
'other cognitive proces§es and
skills, but to do so, the stem
may become so complex-that
serious reading problems re-
sult. Not recommended to

_ measure organization and ex-
pression of personal thoughts,
reactions, etc. ,

. Essay Statement or question clearly
specifying the subject and the
manner and ,terms in which
the student is to respond to it.
Sufficient blank spaqhshould
be provided immediately fol-
lowing the stem for the stu-
dent to write the response.

Not recommended for the re->
call of factual -information
and, in most instances, not for
the measurement of under-
standings an several other
cognitive skills and processes I

because other item types may
be used to do so more effi-
ciently. Effective . measure-
ment of ability to organize
and express personal thoughts
and reactions, ancl*to weigh,
values and alternative argu-
ments.

232w
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PRACTICE EXERCISE di.'

For each item below, indicate its formal type by recording the letter'of the
correct answer. .-

A. Multiple Choice
-B. )Matching
C. Alternative Response
D: Supply
E. Essay

Type

1 A beautician produces a good
A. True
B. False

2. For each statement on the left, record the letter number of the concept
in the right, column with which icbelongs;

Statement Concept
,

1. washing cars A. Good
2. grower of potatoes - B: Service

3. anauto tire . C. Producer

4. a potato

3 In a short Qaragraph,,explain the concept distribution."

4. Goods which are produced for the purpose of producing other goods are

called goods.

Check your answers below.

1

V
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POST-ASSESSMENT

Read each of the following statementsicarefully. Each is numbered. Some are
TRUE; some. are FALSE. Select the answer below which,gives the numbers of ALL
statements which are TRUE.

1. Any. process by which data are collected is evaluation. 2. Evaluation
conducted at the close of a sequence, or a period of instruction, is summative if it
produces a decision about the value or merit of the outcomes of the activities-over
the sequence' or period. 3. To be an evaluation, the decision must be based upon
terms which can /be clearly identified. 4. For formative evaluation, clearly stated
terms and dependable data may be nice, but really are not necessary. 5. For good
evaluation it is absolutely necessary to develop a comprehensive plan, and to carry
out the plan.

1. In the paragraph above, the TRUE statements are those numbered: -

A.\ 1, 3, 5
B. 2, 3;5
C. 3, 4, 5
D. 2, 4, 5

Items 2 and 3- pertain to data obtained by administering tests and to data
obtained through other types of observations. Read each statement Carefully. Then
mark the letter number of the alternative which is true of it.

2. The data usually can be checked by an independent obserVer.

A. The statement tends to be more true of test data than of other observational
data. L#

B. The statement is equally true of data obtained from tests and from other
types of observation's. -

_ -
C. The statement tends to be more true of other observational data than of test

data. .

D. , The statement is true of neither.

3. The data may be affected to a considerable degree by personality factors in the
observer.

A. The'statement 'tends to be more true of test data than of other observational
data.

B. The statement is equally true of data obtained from tests and from other
types ofsobservations.

C. The statement tends to be more true of other observational data than of test
data.

1

D. The statement is true of neither.

25
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ENABLING ELEMENT 4 -

z..

This ResoU ce .has two parts. Work through both parts before attempting
Practice Exercise .

Measurement Characteristics of Each of

Five Item Types

The types of cogn,itive skills and processes which each of the item types may be
. used to measure are reported in Column 3 of Figure 1. Review Figure 1 and note

that several of the item types may be used to measure a wide range of skills and
processes; the same skill may be measured by using any one of several item types;

. alternative' response items and supply items are' limited with respect to the skills
which they can measure; and essay items should be used to-measure only objectives
that require the student to put together al; original response.

There are other cognitive skills and processes which the teacher may wish to
measure, One or more of;these item types me be used to measure most of the skills
which teachers wish to.measure. It may require some ingenuity to write an item of a

type which will measure a particular skill. However, with thought and experience,
the typical teacher can write objective items which measure most of the cognitive
skills and processes developed in the study of Consumers' Education.

Problems Inbetent in the Measurement of

Cognitive Skills and Processes

A word o f caution may be.in order. CCognitive skill or a-cognitive process is an
'operation which we assume goes on in a student's brain and nervous system. The
fact is that we cannot observe what goes on in a student's brain and nervous system,
And the further -fact is that his report of what went On often is sketchy or basically
inaccurate..

We may write an item to measure the ability to utilize a specific skill, but there
is no way of knowing wh'at skill actually is employed by the student in responding,
even if the answer it marked correctly. It is intellectually. economical to use the
simplest skill the respondent finds possible, and good practice to do it. This brinciple,
leads to the perverse situation in which when responding to a given item the good
student who has a large fund of knowledge will respond by r'ecall,, and the p9Or
student with a meager fund of knowledge Will employ inference, comparisbn,..or
some higher skill in arriving at his answer. As a result, the teacher may accurately
conclude that 75% of the students were able to answer the item correctly, but the
inference that 75% can perform the skill the item Was des,igned to measure may be
tenuous.

,27
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ENABLING ELEMENT 4

This Resou ce .has two parts. Work through both parts before attempting
Practice Exercise

Measurement Characteristics of Each of

Five Item Types

The types of cognitive skills and processes which each of the item types may be
used to measure are reported in Column 3 of Figure 1. Review Figure 1 and note
that several of the item types may be used to measure a wide range of skills and
processes; the same skill may be measured by using any one of several item types;

. alternative' respOnse items and supply items are' limited with respect to the skills
which they can measure; and essay items should be used to-measure only objectives
that require the student to put together ai;1 original response.

There are other cognitive skills and processes which the teacher may wish to
measure; One or more of these item types mebe used to measure most of the skills
which teachers wish to.measure. It may require some ingenuity to write an item of a
type which will measure a particular skill. However, with thought and experience,
the typical teacher can write objective items which measure most of the cognitive
skills and processes developed in the study of Consumers' Education.

Problems Inherent in the Measurement of

Cognitive Skills and Processes

A word o f caution may be'in order. ccOgnitive skill or a cognitive process is an
'operation which we assume goes on in a student's brain and nervous system. The
fact is that we cannot observe what goes on in a student's brain and nervous system,
and the further fact is that his report of what went On often is sketchy or basfcally
inaccurate..

We may write an item to measure the ability to utilize a specific skill, but there
no way of knowing what skill actually is employed by the student in responding,

even if the answer it marked correctly. It is intellectually economical to use the
simplest skill the respondent finds possible, and good practice to do it. This principle
leads to the perverse situation in which when responding to a given item the good
student who has a large fund of knowledge will respond by recall,. and the poor
student with a meager fund of knowledge Will employ inference, comparisOn_ or
some higher skill in arriving at his answer. As a result, the teacher may accurately
conclude that 75% of the students were able to answer the item correctly, but the
inference that 75% can perform the skill the item Was designed to measure may be
tenuous.
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 5

For each of the four item types listed in the first column, check the letter
numbers of all skills or processes for which that item type may be used as an
efficient measure.

Item Type

1. Supply

Skill/Or Process

A. recall of facts

A .

B
B. understanding

C
C. comparison#

D
.

E D. organization of personal thoughts/
F J

2. Multiple choice

.A
'B

C

D

E

F

3, Alternative response

A

B

C

D

E

F

A. .Essay.

A

B

C

D

E

F

JP

IF

\ '

E. true or false

F. weighing values
4

28
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.5. If a teacher writes a very good item to measure the ability to perform a, certain
cognitive process and a student marks the correct answer, which of the following
statements may be true? Check all that may be true.

A. The student used the proceis intended

B. The student used a simpler process

C. The student used a more coMplex. process

D. The teacher really does not know which process the student used.

Check your answers with key on page 30.

29.
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. Key for Practice Exercise 5

1: Supply

X A

2. Multiple Choice

X A

X B

C

X F

3. Alternative Response

X A

4. Essay

X D

X

5. Multiple Choice Question

X A

X B

X C

X D

t.

30
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ENABLING ELEMENT 5

Basic Guide! nes for the

Writing of Obj tive Items

Writing objective test items is an art and not a science. Every experienced item
writer develops individual guidelines, some of which areclearly formulated, and
others which are'f -6llowed intuitively. Inexperienced writers are advised to formulate
and to revise guidelines as they gain experience.

The following list Of guidelines is not exhaustive. They are intended to guide
the efforts of relatively inexperienced writers and to be modified and supplemented
by writers as they gain experience.

For convenience, the guidelines are grouped under general headings. The ordere,
of the groupings does not mean that one is more importantthan others, because to
disregard any of them will spoil-the items Witten.

Writing and Ornization

Employ as simple language and sentence structure as the subject matter and the
process to be measured permit. The task of reading the question should riot interfere
with the student's effort to answer it.

Eliminate all ambiguities in the stem and the alternatives.
"Oranges, rases, and pinks are:
a.. colors
b. plants
c. fruits," is ambiguous b'ecause the items named may be either colors or

Plants.
Avoid absolutes in wording the item and in the alternatives. "Always, neve"; all,

none; every, no, etc.:" generally 'signal a false statement or erroneous alternative.
Organize the presentation of the stem and the alternatives so the student finds

the possible answers preferably along the left margin of thepage. The student shout
not spend time locating the physical position of \he elements he needs. Placing the
alte 'rnatives to which the responses are to be attached along the left margin makes
hand scoring much easier for the teacher.

StemsItem Stems

The stem should state'clearly the terms in which the student is to respond to
the stated or implied question.

'Which of the following investments is best in terns of security of the capital
invested?" is a very different item from "which of the fallowing investments is best
in terms of return on the capital invested?" 'Which of the following investments is
best?" is impossible to answer.

Except in the case of supply type items, the stem plus the alternatives should
provide all the elements of information required to respond to the item.

:31
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, "The simple interest on $100 for one year is ,'' and "The interest for
one year at 6% on $100 is ,"are'both deficient. The first omits the rate. The
second probably would be answered one way by the poorer studeqns who know only
simple inierest.and another way by better students who may know something about
compound interest if one of the distractors is somewhat greater than $6.00.

Alternatives

The. best' source of erroneous alternatives is the errors students made in the
course of their study of the topic tested.

Generally the correct alternative is easy to write. Students' errors are, or were,
p ausible to them. By using their errors as alternatives, the item become% an
bservation of the extent to which errors have been corrected through the

instruction and study.
For each item there Imus 'be one, and only one correct answer, or the

Instructions must state that t1Te s udent is to mark all thk are correct. k

The situation sometimes arises in which the general instruction has pointed to
one answer as .correct, but on the basis of more extensive information another
answer properly is judged to be correct.

"The savings accounts in all savings and loan associations are insured up to a
certain amount" probably would be marked true by students studying only about
federal s&I's, but false by those knowing that some states charter state s&I's without
requiring deposit insurance.
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 6

Directions: There are five sample items in this practice. Below each item' is a list of
alternatives. In the blank provided, check the alternative which describes the sample
item's greatest weakness.

1. A woeful deficiency in any family's. delciartment of its treasury is precipitated
when its gross expenditures tweed by large sums the net income it receives.

True .

False'

The greatest weakness of the item as stated is:

A. It is not reallya "truegalte" question.

,,..s..leB he language and structure are unnecessarily difficult.

. The item is ambiguous.

D. Not enough information is given in the item..

2. The best credit card is

A. American Express

B. local store

C. AlnkAmericard

D. Gasoline company

The greatest weakness of the item as stated is:

A. The language is too difficult.

B. The arrangement of the alternatives is confusion.

C. There is a poor choice of alternatives.

D. The terms in which the student should j d are not given._

3. Ir-yrest, wages, and medical services of a family are:

A. Sources of income

B. Costs

C. Savings
9

The greatest weakness of the item as stated is:

J

A. The item is ambiguousfor some.families the items mentioned may
be sources of income, and for other families they may be costs
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B. The alternalives represent"ideas.stUdentsvould not ordiitly have
C. It uses absolutes which make the correct answer:trear

D. The organization of the item is confution. t.

. . .
4. If a parchaser pays caskshe can buy a clothes dryer for $160.00. If she Charges

tit for 30 days,°the cost VII be $5.00 more What 1 ;. 'rue nual percentagg, A
,. ..rate of interest if she charges?

A. 3%
B. .11 %A

C. 45,371/2%

D. 2

The greatest weakness of the item as. stated is:
p

A. more than one answer may be correct

B. thq correct answer is not given

C. theVacement of the alternatives is confusing
.

D. not sufficient information is given tcyenable the stude*to answer
the question.

1

5. All items always cost more if they are charged.

Li__ True =

False 44

The greatest weaknesses of the item as stated is:

A. theientence structure is poOr

B. Ale use of the two absOlutes, "all" and "always" suggest strongly,
that the statement is false

C. both ansvGers may be correcli,..--

D. the stem does not supply all the informhtion needed to respontos
the item.

.°(

Check your answers with the key below.

a IS
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ENABLING ELEMENT 6

The Meaning and Importance of Test Validity
,

The validity of a test is the extent to which it actually measures what it was
constructed to: measure. If a test was constructed to measure knowledge of

. terminology used on labels of cans of food and the students respond pu'rely on the
basis of their knowledge of that -;terminology-, the test is perfAtly valid. If -their -

responses are based in part upon their ability to read the items, then the validity of
the test is reduced to the extent that reacting competence influenced the responses
actually made.

The term validity often is used loosely. This loose usage causes and sustains
misconceptions which hinder constructive understandings of test validity. The first
misconception is that a general property called "validity" exists and pan and should
be inherent in good tests. Validity as a general prOperty is a fiction, indeed a
delusion. Validity is very specific. ,

The second misconception is implied when even specific validity,isspoken of as
an "all-or-none proposition.' Items and tests are valid measures of some specific
thing to some extent, usually greater than zero .and less than 100%.:The question
about a test of check writing skills should be "how valid is it?" not "is'it, or is it not,
'valid?" In practice, an item or a test should tie just as valid as the writer can make it
for the purpose for which it was written. Almost certainly its validity will be greater
than, zero, and almost certainly it will be less than 100%.

For classroom tests, the actual validity of an item a test also is influenced by
the abilities of -the students taking the test and by their prior instruction. A given
item or test may be quitevalid as a measure of check writing skills when given to
middle school students who can read the itemg easily. It may possess very low .

validity as such measure if given to; fourth graders whose reading problems block ,
their efforts to cope with the items. In this situation, it may, operate as aquite valid
test of reading comprehension, but that is not what it was written to measure!

Another misconception seems to be that there is some way for a teacher to '
determine in advance just how valid the test, is, or will be. Unfortunately, such is not
the case. The best a teacher ran do when preparing a ,test is to exercise the best
judgment. The apprbpriate cidestion to be asked is, "Will this item when given to
these students lead the large majority of them' to respond in terms of "the
competency I want it to measure?" If in ,the teacher's judgment it will, he/she has
done the best to obtain operating validity.

The validity-of a test N its Most important property. If it actually does measure
quite well what it was' written to measure, it does the job. If it actually does not

. measure very well. what it was written to measure, ,nothing else that it may do
justifies its use for that purpose. .

Validity is so important that the basic reason for giving attention to -test
planning, to item writing .techniques.and skills:to test iormat, io test administration,
and to test reliability is to reduce to a minimum those things which Might lOwer the
operating validity of theAllit when used.
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 7

Directions: For each item below; check the one best answer.

1. If a test measures exactly what it was written to measure and nothing else, it is:

A. somewhat valid

B. perfectly valid

C completely invalid

2. A really valid testis:

A. valid for students of any age

B. valid for any content

C. valid for any cognitive process

D. valid for certain students, and for a certain content and a certain
process

3. A test written by a teacher glIerally is:

A. valid to some extent, bu. t not perfectly valid

B. totally-valid

C. totally invalid

D. not affected by validity

4._ To prepare valid tests the teacher should:

A. use a statistical formula C..

B. disregard the abilities of the studems

C. use est judgment when writing each item

D. disre rd objectives when teaching the content or process tested

Check your answers with the\ ey below.

*-t7 :0-Z :L'aspJax3 eogoe.id of AeN
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ENABLING ELEMENT

The Relationship between Content

and Process Validity 't

It is commonly emphasized that the classroom test should focus upon the
content actually studied in.the unit or module being tested. To the extent that it
does, the test will possess content validity. To the extent that it does not; the test
lacks content validity. The students probably willsay that it is unfair.

Teachers have become concerned about the students attaining competence in
utilizing certain cognitive processes arid skills and have rride such attainments major
objectives of ,their instruction. Their tests should be valid measures of the cognitive
processes which were objectives of their instruction.

The 'point that seems all too often to be missed in the discussions of testing
content kL1 testing processes is that content and. process necessarily are two
dimensiOns of every test item. The student must employ some cognitive process in
responding to the content of each item, and no cognitive process can operate if it
does not do so upon some content. The task of the test writer is to so bring content
and -Process together in items that. when responding, 'the,student will utilize the
desired skills or processes in handling the content of the items.

The diagrain presented in Figure 2 represents the- two dimensional nature of
content and process and offers a technique by which the test 'Writer can plan to tie
elements of content to the cognitive processes he/she.wishes students to utilize\in
formulating their respOnses.

Each row of the. Figure is devoted to an element of the content presumably
s- tudied by .the students for whom the test is to be written. If, in fact, each element
has been studied, all items shown in its row will be valid in terms of content if they
deal with that element. ,

Each coluin is devoted to a process. The entries 'show the number of items
utilizing each process and the elements of the content to which they are to be tied.
for instance, one or more recall items are to be written about all the elements
except nurriper two and number six. Classification items are to b'e written about two
'of the elements, etc. or

The entry showing six items to be written which tie hypothesis development to
the element "habits causing poor nutrition" illustrates two important principles in
the testing of content/process. While most processes may be reduced to one or two
steps, the more complex, of which hypothesis development is one, inherently
require a number of sequgntial steps, and therefore require as many-sequential items
to measure there. ,Hypothesis development really is a six-step process and requires
six items to completely cover it. The second principle is that each process must be
tied-to a content' element large enough to accommodate its complexity. "Habits
causing poor nutrition" is large enough to accommodate the complexitjei of
hypothesis development; others may not be.

..
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Figure 2. Test Planning in Terms of Content and Process

- General Topic Nutrition

l

,..

Elements of
Content .

,

.

Processes
.

Recall Classification
.

Inference Generalizing
-

Hypothesis
DevelopMent

1. Names of
basic elements 1 ,,

2. Typical
foods

.
\.; 2

.
1

3. Amount of
'intake 3 1

4. Waste and
destruction

.

2 1

4

5. Relative
Costs 2

.

.2
.

.

.

..

.

6. Habits causing
poor nutr.ition

. .

. .

1 .

..,

6

.

TOTAL 8 -4 4
.

.
6

.

.

1
t
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 8

Check each of the following statements which are true..

1.; If a test deals with the content actually taught it possesses. content
validity. .

2.: Answering each question requires the exercise of some cognitive skill or
process.

3. It is possible to write test items which measure content and require the
student to use no cognitive skill or processes.

.

4. Items ,may be written which are pure measures of cognitive processes and
skills and involve no content.

5. Every item must deal with some content and responding to it requires
some cognitive skill or process.

E. Testing a sample skill or process requires only a small or specific bit of .

content.

7. Testing complex or involved cognitive skills and processes requires that
the student be given, or that already has, rather extensive blocks of
content.

,E3 When planning a, test, each element of content should be tied to the
cognitive skills or processes to be tested with it.

Check your answers below.

t

4-
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POST-ASSESSMENT
O

O

In the col)imn on the right below, five cognitive skills and processes are listed
and numbered. Por.the item type listed in questidn 1, select the alternative which
records the

can
of the several cognitive skills and processes for.which items of

that type,can be used effectively as measures.
,, c

Item Type ( Cognitive Skills and Processes ,

recall of information

-1. Alternative response:

A. 1, 3 ,
1.

2.
B. 2, 4

37f -

" C. 4,5 4.

5.
D. 3,5 ,

understanding

opinion vs. fact

seqUencirg

organization and expression
of,personal reactions

The statement in each of the two following items may, or may not, be a good
guideline for thakvriting of objective test items. Read each, and choose the response
which best describes the statement as a guideline.

2. Except for supply type items, the stem plus the alternatives should omit atleast
one element of inforrpation required to respond to the item.

A. exa,ctly reversed; not correct
B. correct as stated

, C. , even if correct, this would not be a guideline.
8

3. Errors students have made in the court of their study are the best source of
erroneous alternatives for test items. '

A. false, because the students should not meet their errorsion test
B. whether' true or not, -is unethical to use them because their use will make

the items trick$'
C. correct as stated.

Read the following' paragraph very carefully. You will note that each sentence is
numbered. After reading the, paragraph, choose the alternative which lists the
numbers of all sentences which are NO correct)

1. A test is valid 'to the extent that it is..reliable, that is, that it measures
dependably what it does measure. 2. The validity. of a test is very specific, that is, it
may be valid as a measure of one 'thing and possibly totally invalid as a measure of
other things. 3.' Most tests that we construct are valid to some extent, but probably
not valid. 4. The same test Mk* equally.valid as a measure-of a given body
of knowledge if it is administered to two groups of students differing significantly in

<'
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their command of basic skills. 5. The best a teacher can do when writing test items is
to try to write each item so it will operate as a valid measure of what the teacher
wants it to measure when given to the class for which it is written.

4. In the above-paragraph,
.

the sentences numbered are NOT correct:
.A. 1, 3, 5
B. 2, 3, 4
C. 3, 5
D. 1,4

Read each of the 'numbered statements very carefully and then select the
alternative which lists the numbers of all that are FALSE.

1!,t If the items in a test deal with the content actually covered in a unit or
Module, the test °possesses content validity.

V. . 1
2. If the items require, the students to employ the cognitive processes utilized'

in their study of the content, the test poisesse process validity.

3. Comfent can be tested without involving one or more cognitive processes.

4. Each cognitive process must be 'tied to some element of content because
each process must operate upon some content; that is, processes cannot
operate in the abstract.

5. A y cogniti process can be, tested 'by a single item if the item deals with
uitable content.

5. I judge the FALSE statements'to be:

A. 1,.2,4
B.

t.
1,

3, 5
4

D. 2, 4

41
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A. 'Recall

. Recall is the
stored in memory
and effort. Recall
subject.mattir.

`ENAi3LING ELEMENT 8

Example's of Content/Process Items.

4*-

procest&of consoidusness (remembering) information
It is basic id.i117ntellectuel activity, and is economical of time

may operate lyithc2-mple or complex, small or large segments of

Examples

1. In terms of typical grocery store prices, frOm which of the following could a
person most lik4ly get the amount of protein needed for one day at the least
cost?

a. beef roast
b. orange's

c. dry beans
d. margarine

2. Fill in theblank with a word that makes this statement true:

A good is a

B Classification

Classification is the process of putting together things, action, or events that*
ong together because of some basic, or general principle, characteristic, or tie.

Examples

1. Make an "X" before each of the following foods which ,properly may be
classified as a carbOhydrate.

Foods

1. bread 5 potatoes
2. butter 6 cake

73. bacon red-eye gravy,
4. jelly

2. Make an "X" before each itehi below which is a service.

1A.

C.

washing a customersccar

amorange

an automobile

D., cutting a customer's hair

E. preparing a friend's tax,return

4
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1
C. Inference Making .

Inference making is the process of deriving an explanation of the reason why
things happened as they did happen. .

Examples

1. A housewife began to:
1. select.cuts of meat with as little bone anchat as possible.
2. bUy perishable fruits in smaller quantities.
3.' select vegetables from open bins instead of prepackaged.
4. serve food on children's plates.
5. prepare casserole dishes from left-overs. -

I infer that her principal reason for doing all Of these things was to:
A. gets better buys in meats.
B. reduce waste.
C. teach children to eat properly.
D. avoid buying spoiled fruits and vegetables.

2. A lady showed her friends a new chair she had purchased. Its design, fabric,
frame and finish looked like that of a 150.00 chair. There was no brand name
on it. She said she paid about $80.0 and that the store hbd other chairs like it.
She didn't tell where she bought it, b t I infer thtt it probably was a:
A. department store:
B. discount store.
C. "name brand" furniture store.
D. general store.

N.

D. Conceptualizing

Conceptualizing -is the process of bringing seemingly unrelated' and distinct
things or events into a functioning whole. I t is the process of developing "big idea"
into Which a numbed, of/different things orxevents fit, and in termsdof which, all of
tte associated *ails can be handled cognitively.

The value of a concept demands'upon the number of appareWly separate things
or events -in an area it brings together. Typically, concepts "grow" with the study
and experience of students, Simply because concepts are powerful tools used' in the
process of thinking; it it important in Consumers' Education that each of a few basic
concepts "grow" as the students study and gainexperience in the field.

In Consumers' Education, much of the testing pf the process of conceptualizing
.will present items requiring the students correctly to relate new things or events to
previ'auSly acquired basic' concepts. To correctly relate new things or events to

fthaviously acquired basic concepts indicates that the basic concept has "grown" in
the sense that 'the concept is larger and ,covers more things or events. Hence it is
more useful and Valuable. s
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Examples
- (

(For convenience both examples 101 deal with the concept specialization.)

1. Below is a list of five stores. Beside each store are the things the tore used to
,sell, The next list tells what the store sells now. Study the lists. Then put an X)
by the two stores that have become more SPECIA LIZ*.

,,

Store Used to-Sell

Bill's orangeade and lemonade

Joe's

Ken's

John's

Ben's

orangeade and lemonade

orangeade and lemonade
4 .

orangeade and lemonade

orangeade and Ibmonalie

Sells Now
'orangeade
A
nothing

lemonade

orange and lemonade

lemonade and koolaide

2. 'below are four countries and a description of their economies. Place an X by the
two which need to increase in SPECIALIZATION.

. ,

Bongoniae is heavily industralized with -vet'y little agricultural production.'
4. The country's major exports haVe been in the,nature,Of heavy machinery, while ,

imports have been consumer agric61910:roducts. A major world War'
has broken out and foreign trade ha's been completely cut off. ,,,

\ 0`
41, . ,

, .. , ..

Amazonia 1 tinent with many other. untries,. 1 e qher countries
are all heavily industriali ci;- but have very in deq,uatfficulturailibodUetion.
Amazonia is self sufficient at a very low econo Vel: It has rich farm lands,
but devotes 90% of its pro,ductive efforts to ndUstrlit,, production .v This'
production is very inefficient due to the lack of adequ temilferel resources.

s

Washingtonia is an industrial country which procitites.iheavY machinery. It
relies on the sale pf the machinery to Pay for its im of .general consumer
goods. In recent years many other cpuntries had b ''''t ompeting with

I Washingtonia and the country is*rapidly being forced pia t e Aaarket.
.---- .

, a ',
Ecolonia is a large country which has enjoyed 'tremendous econornic success

over the pit two hundred years. The standard of living has been highdue to
profits from large exports of agricultural and industrial products and raw
materials. Lately the gross nationa' product has declined due to increasing
shortages of minerals and wear on theland.

. Hypothesizing

Hypothesizing, or the formulation of a tenable and ;testableprediction based
Upon the best available information is one of the more complex cognitive processes.

. As used under most circumstances in Consumers' Educkion-, it requires that the

44
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tudent first examine the information available in order to figure out what
poZt relationships exist among the facts or data in hand. It then requires that

t ettudent reason that if these relationships exist, making a certain change will lead
t certain results.

An example may be helpful. In the previous section entitled Conceptualizing,
we may assume that Bill was operating a drink stand "sling orangeade and
lemonade. Let us assume that after a week of 'operation tie had the following
information, or data.

1. Some days he lost, money, other days just broke even; and some days he
made a little.

2. Each day he sold more orangeade than le'monade.
3. At the close of each day, he threw out a lot of lemonade.
4. At the close of each day, very little orangeade was left.
51 because of the cost of -lemons and sugar, his costs for lemonade were greater

thar+ the cost,oforangeade.
6. Many of those who bought lemona* seemed to prefer it only slightly over

orangeade.

Examining the above information, it seemed to him that selling orangeade was
profitable; selling lemonade, of .which he threw away a IT each day, led to losses,,'
and few customers really preferred lemonade much over orangeade. Bill now had the
basis for his hypothesis, which he may have stated in this way:

If selling orangeade is profitable; if selling lemonade is not; and if most,
customers 'like orangeade 'about as Well as lemonade; then if I 'specialize by
selling only orangeade, I MI make-E1 profit.
Bill had stated a tenable hypothesis because it was based upon, and was

consistent with the information he had to work with. Bill had made a prediction of a
future outcome conditioned upon an action h.e could take. Bill had stated a testable
hypothesis, because he could specialize in orangq-de, and see whether or not he
made' profit.

. Bill's next step's consistent with his hypothesis would be to specialize in
orangeade, and to see whether or not after a perickl of time he had a profit. These
actions are the test of his hypothesis. If he,in fact, had made a profit, he would say

4fiat his hypothesis was confirmed, and he pirobably would continue4iis speciality. If
he, in fact; broke even or ha
again. Using.the total informa
and test it.

pl.

1. Data Available:

a loss, he should reject his hypothiesis, and start oysik
ion he now has, he shoulti,tylop tnew hypothe s

Examples

a. A mother had three girls 1.6.11oseages were 6, wand 2.
b. When the oldest started to school, she boiight several dresses, each made of

very durablejobric, and each quite expensive.
The eldest outgrew the dresses in one year.
The second wore the dresses one ye r_when she became
The third wore the dresses one year cben she became 6.
The first loved the dresses; the second complained that they didn't look like
the other girls' dresses; and the third objected violently toeir style.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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Hypothesis

A. If the dresses made of cable but expensive fabric lasted over one year's
wear by each of the 'three girls, and if the younger girls complained about
their being out of style, then this mother could reduce the complaints by
buying dresses of much less durable fabric at a much lower cost for each gjrl
each year.

Is thireXt hypothesis also tenable and testable?

B. ',If the dresses made of durable but expensive fabric continued to be of gct 3::: I

basic quality, but caused complaints by the younger girls because they were
- out of style,-then this mother could reduce the complaints by remaking the

dresses before they were worn by each suckessively younger girl.

TenableL X. Yes No
16

Testable: X Yes No

Note: If the purpose is to reduce the complaints of the younger girls, there may
be other factors to be taken into account before the mother should decide
which course of action to follow, that is, which hypothesis to test. Among
such f tors are the cost/quality of the cheaper dresses and the time/cost of
remak the expensive dresses. It is quite common in practice that such

'r! "other factors" enter into the decision of which of two or more equally
tenable andtestable hypotheses actually should be tested.

l (
A real difficulty faced by Students in developitag-teoable and testable hypotheses'
is dete mining VO.ish data among a mass ofA available data to use to develop a

tenable and testable hypothesis. This example illustrates the problem.

Data Available:

From >advertisements in the daily paper, the following information was
obtained about stores selling Lawnmowers; s

Store

1.

Brand

A

A
A

Size

21"
18'
24"
21"
21" 4

Other.Information-----7

No service available
Self-propelled
Beautiful blue 4

Full service free for 1 year on mowers sold.
Service available free first 6 months on

2.
3.
4.
5.

Mowers sold. /
Hypothesis:

If a certaiQf piece, of goods has aivalue, and if service has a value, theli the
sales price, of lawnmowers at the 'different stores-will 'increase as the service
offered increases.

Put an "X" in front of the stores whose advertisements, when taken
together, make the above hypothesis tenable and testable.
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Answer: 1, 4, 5 (All sell the same brand of mower in the same size, and differ
among themselves only in terms of the amount of service offered without
charge. Stores 2 and 3 sell other brands in other sizes and give no information

,about service: The hypothesis is testable by going to these same stores and
obtaining their sales prices. If it is determined that the price at store°1 is least, at
store. 5 somewhat higher, and at store 4, the highest, the hypothesis will be
confirmed.)

.

F: Generalizing

Generalizing is the process of developing a statement of relationships among a
numbe'r of items or events,.or the process of applying'a known broad principle that
can explain the occurrence of the items or events given.

Note: The measurement of this process r/elquires that the item furnish a number
of details, or that it refer to a set of details which the writer is practitally certain
that the students already possess.

Examples

.1. A family bought a new household appliance. They paid in cash all but $100.00
of the total cost. They agreed to pay the $100.00 and carrying charges in
payinents of $20.00 per month. The store gave them this schedule:

Payment
Number

Total
Payment

Paid to
BalanceDue

Paid to
Carrying Charge

1 $ 20.00 $ 18.50. $1.50
2 20.00 - 18.77 1.23 - s
3 - 20.00 19.06. 41. .94
4 20.00v 19.34 .66
.5 20.00 19.63 .37
6

0'4.77 4.70' .Q7

Totals $104.77 $100.00 $4177

In the space below, write one statement which describes the changes that take place
in the share of each-payment that goes to pay off the balance', and in the share that
noes to pay carrying charges as this type of credit .account is paid off.

Answei

.
2. Malnourished children whose mothers prepared few regular Meals ate mostly

chips, bread and jelly, sandwiches Made with cold cuts arid drank bottled soft
drinks.

The children were brought into a school prokam providing breakfalts with
fruit, cereal, or eggs, toast and milk and lunches of cooked meats, potatoes,
vegetables, salads, bree'claQd milk. They ate the bread, potatoes if IfrentO fried,
threw the rest of the food in the waste can, and bought bottled drinks from, the
store across the:street.
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4

Which of thii following generalizations best explains the children's actions?
A. Children will not eaifoods they have not learned to like.
B. Mothers tell their children not to eat what they were given.
C. School lunches cost money.
D. The food would have made them sick.

t

rlo
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 9

In this exercise, y'ou are ^given a section of content -entitled YOUR BREAK;
FAST CEREAL. Then you will be asked to write test items illustrating each of the
six cognitive processes presented under Enabling Objective 8. ,)

-

YOUR BREAKFAST CEREAL

IN.ITat did you have for breakfast this morning? Was it cereal froin a box.you or
your-parents bought from a grocery stork?.

We are going to pretend 'that y,oU''clid'have,cereal, and that it was purchased
from a store. Long ago, you would have had fewer choices to make'. There were
fewer companies that,p'rodUced cereal in ,boxes, and not as many stores selling it.
The companies didn't make cereal with the sugar already in it. People had less
money to spend on the.purchasetdcereal, too.

But this is 'today, not long ago. What happens when you decide ybu want cereal
for breakfast? First, you must decide how much you wish to spend. Then, you nerd
to know something about the real you' are thinking of buying. How did you find
out about it? Does anyone you now eat it? Where can you get it?,

Once you think you will lice it and want to -buy it, you may have a fevemore
qUestions abou- t the purchase 'of a particular cereal. Some cereals contain. more
vitamins than others; some have sugar irrthem and others do ndt. Cereal boxes are
different siies. Some bgxes have priSt in them. All'of them cost money but each
different box does not cost the same amount. Can you think of some reasons why
cereals cost different amod-ntsi .

Using the above content:

A. Write one recall item

B. Write-one classification item

C.' Write brae inference item'

D Write one generalizing item_

E. -Write one 'conceptualizing item

F. Write one hypothesizing item--

f

Comriare theitems with one,the authOf wrote. Do they seem to b
: .

esimilar in terms
.of process?

,..

4 ,. . .

.-
, , ' , , ..
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Illustrative Items

A. Recall
. .

According to this story, what is the first thing you must decide when you start
to choose which cereal-to buyKPlacean "X" in front of the right answer,

A. Nhich kind you will not buy

B. whether or not your friends eat cereal

C.. how much you* wish to spend

D hOw big a box to bUy

B. Classification

I
Some of these things are true ndw and some were true long ago. Make an "X" in
front of each thing that is true now.

A. fewer choices of cereal

B. more companies prPducecereal in boxes

C: fewer stores sellic,g cereal in boxes

D. sugar was not already in the cereal

E. people have more money to spend on cereal ,

-C. Inference

, Although the story did not say exactly, I think the statement below that I have
(narked "X" is true.

A. kids long ago ate more cereal than today '
B. it was harder to choose cereal long ago than it is today

\C. peopleeat more kinds of cereal today than they dief long ago

D. kids do not ask their thothers to buy cereal so they can get prizes,

D. Conceptualizing (Concept: choice)

The big idea is that people must choose what they will buy if there are many
things they could buy, because they don't have the money to buy, or don't
want, everything. Put an "X" in front of the story below that describes a
situation in which choosing is most necessary.

o
A. Mr. Brown's store sells 15 kinds of cereal. HL has most cereals in

two or three sized boXes. Some have sugar, some vitamins, and
some prizes.

B.' Mr. Jones' store sells rolled oats,.corn fides, wheat and rice cereals.
All areh 16 ounce boxes and are just plain cereal.

50.



E. Hypoth zing

If there were fewer cereals to choose from long ago than there are today, the
older people ate the same Kind of cereal much of the time when they were little
children. Place an "X" in front of the statement below that ideritifies an
appropriate hypothesis.

A. There were fever cereals long ago because, the tastes of people were
more limited.

B. There, were fewer cereals' long ago because the incomes of people
were leis.

C. Children today have sweeter tastes than they had long ago.

F. Generalizing

Make an "X" before the statement that is true. 4,A

A. all companies making cereal make aM kinds

B. if you try, you can buy one cereal that has everything you want

C. big boxes of one cereal always cost more than little boxes of 'any
other cereal

D. there are many more things to think about when you buy cereal
today than thereyvere long ago .

P.

IP ,
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ENABLING ELEMENT 9

Norm Referenced and Criterion Referenced Tests

When a test has been prepared, administered to the students, and the papers
scored, the teacher obtains a test score, and only a test score, for each student. Each
test score is a bit of, information to the' effect that the Student earning it answered
that many of the questions on the test correctly, or received that many credits for
his efforts., To make a meaningful decision about the attainment represented by the
test scdre, the teacher must compare it with some generally understood and
accepted standard. The process of comparing a test score to some stated standard
commonly is known as referring the score, to that standard.

lnicurrent practiCe, teit scores are referred to one of two types of recognized,
standards. They may be referred to the mid-score, or to thee median of the
distribution of scores, earned on the same test by a group of students of the same
general age and grade -in s The mid-score, or the median of the distribution of
the scores of the group" is defined .as the normal score..:1-he group is called the
norming group. When scores...9f individual students are compared with norm scores,
it is said that they are being referred to a norm. Tests that provide a table that
enables the teacher to compare the scores of individual students with norms are said
to be "norm referenced" tests.

The second type of standard with which- individual scores may be compared is a
pre-set and stated number or percentage of items answered correctly. That number,
or percentage, is called the criterion score. Tests which provide a pre-set and stated
number of items that must be answered correctly for a student's performance to be
accepted as satisfactory are said to be "criterion referenced" tests:

Students' scores obtained on a good test may be used in decision-making by
referring them- either to norms or to criteria. The same test may be either norm
referenced or criterion referenced. For deciding which of the students are in greatest
need of) special help, or deciding whether or not help that has been given has been
effective,' a norm referenced interpretation should be made. For deciding who has',
and who has not, attained a sufficient level of mastery to enable the student to go

,'on to the next unit, a criterion referenced interpretation should be made. Thus the
kinds of evaluative decisions to be made deterrhihe whether the teacher should
interpret test results.on a norm refefenced or criterion referenced manner. The
following example may be helpful.

Exanple

The students were studying a. module on the comfautption \ of interest and other
types of finance charges:, This module normally would be followed by one requiring
thstudents to compute alternative costs of purchasing-a home and equipping it
with certain high cost items if each of two fihan ing plans were used.

N The teacher would' need to make two ty es of evalvative decisions. The first
decision was which of the students/had, and which. had not attained a sufficient

52
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level of mastery' to enable them to work with the content of the next module. The
secopd decision was whether or not a special assistance program used byth ree
students who typically scored lOwest in the clSss had been effective.

The teacher prepared a good ten-item test on the module being studied. He/she
made the judgn?ent that all students answering correctly seven of the ten items were
4epared .to wiliertake the next Module. By making this judgment, the teacher set.
the criterion, and would be able to refer the score of each Student to it. The test
could be used in a criterion refefenced manner.

The.three students who had redeived.the special assistarke program typically
, sc6red lowest in their class. By making.the rest of the class the norm group, that is,

The group with whbm their performance would, be compared, the test could be used
,in a norm referenced manner.

After scoring the students" answers, the results were tallied as follows: a zero
tally mark (0), represents one of the three special help students and a straight tally
mark (/) represents one of the other students.--

Test SCore Students

1 90 /
/ / /

8 1-14/ / /
7 7-14-Z / 0 Criterion

5
4 ,

3,
2
1 e

Total

/ 00
//

25

In the example how many met the criterion? Yes, twenty.,How many did not? They
Would have further work before attempting the next module. Do you see that using
classroom tests in a iiiterion referenced manner assists in the making of important
evaluative decisions?

In the example the three students .who had peceivecrthe special program` are
_repyesented by "0's." Typically, their test scoies were the I.owest in the class. Their
Grogram could be judged to have beep effective if they no longer scored lowest. Was.
the program effective? How does thel.pse of the test results in a norm referenced
manner show you this? Do you see that using' ,test. results in a' nortn referenced
manner may help in the making of important evaluative decisions?

53 5,Sb
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. ENABLING ELEMENT 10
6.

Reasons'for Considering Other ObservationakData

There are two basic reasons for considering observational data other than test
scores when evaluating student attainment. First, the objectives for most units of
instruction include some that can be assessed only by observing behavior other than
test performance. Developing interests, changing attitudes, applications of what is

'learned to out-of-sichool situations,, independent exploration of related topibs, etc.,
are examples of uch objectives. Behaviors related to such objectives must be
observed when they occur and cannot be tested for formally.

Seco Qd, some' behaviors seem to be indicative of change in cognitive learning,
and many teachers feel that their' occurrence should be weighed when evaluatinb
student attainment. Participation in'group or class discussion by vciithdrawn"children
seems to be indicative of improved cognitive learning. Bringing a picture or a short
article pertaining to some phase of the topic and sharing it with peers may be a
signal of better work to come. These behavior's too must be observed when they
occur, and cannot be formally 'scheduled without losing their spontaneity and
significance. -

Behaviors which are the subjects' of stated objectives should be obserited and
fully considered when evaluating student attainment. Behhiors thought to be
indicators of_ change for better or for worse in the level, of student attainment
likewise should be observed and considered when devising teaching strategies and
when evaluating student attainr

.
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ENABLING ELEMENT 11

Techniques for R4iIcorqing Other.
, Observational Data

Or

Observations of unscheduled student behavior, typically should be recorded as
-anec tes for use primarily by the teacher making the observations. For evaluative
uses, th need be preserved only for relatively short periods.

As
../

a cdotes, they should report as precisely.as possible just what the student
did, that is, behavior. A brief notation recording the setting, or circumstances in
which tlik behavior occurred usually is helpful. Involved inferences about the
students' Motives, or descriptions of the impact upon other students, the class or the
teacher shOtIld be omitted. In terms of style, the entrie(should_be informal, but
clear.

The records may be kept in a simple notebook, or in an ordinary tablet. It is,
good praCtice to record on the first page the types of behaviors to be looked for
bebause they 'are directly stated or 'implied in the unit objectives. Separate from
these, but clearly noted, should be those behaviors which' the teacher believes are
indicators bf significant changes in student learning, and hence. worthy of
observation. If the combined list is, brief, it is more probable. that the teacher
actually wilLbe able .to keep up with the task and end up with good data to work
with.

It is recommended th23/ttie students' names ben Bred alphabetically, one
name to a page. The ruling of each page should provide one column for entering the
date of each behaviorrecorded, and the remainder of the page probably should be
blank. Attempts to record anecdotes on elaborately ruled pages rarely are successful
and often are confusing. Each teacher may experiment with a recording system until
a workable one is developed.

.

A

I
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POST- ASSESSMENT

1. A teacher wrote, an item to measure a certain complex gnitive skill. 60% of the
itt\students marked the correct answer. The results established that:

A. 40% of the students tried to use some other skill
B. 60% of the students got the answer correct by some process
C. 40% of the students could perform the skill but lacked basic knowledge
D. all who Marked it corr,ectLy can perform the skill.

For each of the next two items, select the letter from the list below of the
cognitive skill or process that studehts probably would use in responding to it. You
may use any skill or process as often as you wish.

SN11 or Process

A. generalizing'
B. inference
C. classification
D. hypothesis development

2. Given the following facts:

V

a. insurance companies pay 3.5% interest to policyho ers,

b. national banks pay 4.5% on savings,
c. savings and loan associations pay 5.0% on savings,

If a person needed to borrow S10,000.00 to purchase a $50,000.00 home, which
type of lending agency probably' would lend him the money at the lowest inter-
est rate?

Skill or process numbered' probably 'Wquld be used by students
responding to this item.

3. A girl fotmd-that-she-cotlld-invest-iPreach-of-the following-types of securities-at
the interest rates shown below:

°U.S. savings bOnd-3.75%
national bank savings account-4.5%
savings and loan accourp-5.0%
first mortgage on a home-6.5% .

second mortgage on a home;-8.75%

In one short sentence, what probably accounts for the increase in interest rate
as the types of investment change as you read down through the list?

a
Skill or process numbered probably wand be used by students

responding to this item.

56
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4. A teacher ,told a student thathis reading comprehehsion score indicated that he

was reading two grades higher than his grade level.

Obviously, the teacher was interpreting the student's test score in:
A.. an unethical manner
B. a criterion referenced manner
C. a norm referenced manner
D. an erroneous manner

L
5. Which two of these possible reasons really are NOT proper justifications for

considering observational data other than test scores when evaluating student
attainment?

'NOT PrOper
Justifications Possible Reasons

A.. 1 : 2 . 1. Certain objectives 'can be,assessed
only it terms of the behaviors of

B. 2, 3 students in the course of their

C. 3, 4

D.' 2, 4

activities.

2. Some students do not do well on 1

tests. ,

3. Some things students do probably
indicate., that changes in their
lelning are taking place .before
the results show upon test scores:

4. Observations of other behaviors
give the teacher a -defensible basis
for awarding better grade's to some
students and lower grades to other'
students.

57 63
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6. The following paragraph contains statements describing a technique for

recording observational data other than test scores. 'Not all of the statements
may be correct. Read the paragraph carefully and chodse the alterhative which .

list's the-numbers of the statements which are NOT corrects. -

i,

The Numbers of the
Statements that are
NOT correct

A. 3, 5

B. 2,8'

C. 1,4

D. 2, 4

A,

*O

, A Technique for Recording
Observational Data

1. Observations of unsche\duled student'
behavior\should be recorded as amt.-
dotes, primarily for use by the teacher
making the observation.

2. Each record should state. just what the
student did and contain a brief note-
tion of th& circumstances Under which'
the behavior "occurred.

. - .

3. Each entry also should contain the
teacher's inferences about the students'
motives and the affective effects upon
other students.

4. riot- to making the actual: otiservations,
th teacher should decide just what
beh iors she will look for, and list
them, keeping the list brief.

5. The behaviors to be observed may
include any that interest the teacher,
because she has no way of knowing to

114 what she will relate them.

6. A simple notebo4 page for each pupil,
listing his name, droviding a column for
dates, and blank space for recording the
observed behaviors probably is the best.
record system to start with.

V-9 :0-9 !Di? :t1-£ f8-1, :siamsuV
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ENABLING ELEMENT 12

Ways of Using Observational Data 7

There is no single way of using observational data irr the making of evaluatkie
decisions. There are no ways that are univec,sallfrect, and probably none. that are
universally wrong. The ways to use them are matters for the judgment Of each
teacher, and they should be arrived at judicially, takik into. account the situational
factors in etch Case and the.quality of the data available.'

Two types of mistakes may be made in dealing with observational data. The
first is to tr oassign numerical values to the observations and then to treat the
values assigned as 14 they were measures of physical objects. They are not; and

° treating them as if they were is a serious mistake. Even a simple count of the number
of observations of a given behavior may be misleading because the number of times

tt occurred and was hot observed cannot be known. The second type of mistake is to
attempt a completely Unplanned approach to the use of observational data when
evaluating student achievement. The results will be difficult to explain, and the

teacher may be accused Of being oo severe with some students and too generous,
with others. Some reasonable ratio ale for tk use of observational data in assigning
student grades and in eyaluatingdearning/teAing strategies is a practical necessity.

In many situations, such observational data should suftlement test data and
grades for class work: In effec6.. they may furnisl`rthe basis for adding a few points or
for subtracting a few Usually either of .these can be done With gbod
judgment: Another very important use is in explaining to a student or to parents in a
counseling setting why the student is achieving as he is, and identifying' things he
could do to *rove. Used in these ways obwrvational data<should make positive
contributions to evaluation and to learning:

It usually is advisable for the teacher to begin to use such data by-considering._
how best they may be used with the task at hand. From this deliberation, the
teacher should develop a few guidelines.' Oceferring to the guidelines'from time to
time, t e teacher *ill maintain an even-handed usage throughput the task. With
experie c formulating personal, guidelines and in applying them. the real value of
such observations almast'certainly Will increase.

there ,are some behaviors<fwhich.are highly valued in consumers'
'education, but simph?, are not observibllife-long persznal budgeting, perhaps. At
any giv.en time and in any given setting,observational data 'will not be complete, but
it shbuld be better than none!

I
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 10

Other Observational Data

Place a check before each of the statements below which is correct.

1. The aszessment-of many important objectives requires observations of,
behaviors other than test scores.

,
2. Some behaviors are clues to important changes which students may be

.,making. ID.

. ,

3. Observations of what students actually do should be considered when
assigning grades.

4. "It is not necessary to keep a record of such behaviors because thee
teacher will remember them,anyway.

5. A short list of behaviors to be observed helps the teacher by reminding
him/her of the important things to be looked for.

6. Records of observations should be brief anecdote's.
4

74 Each teacher should experiment with ways of keeping records of
observational data until he/she develops one that works well.

Records of observations of students' classroom behaviors should be
given numerical values and treated as test scores.

.

9. ..Records 'of observations of studs* behavior are valuable for student
and parent conferenCes.

10. -Planning how he/she will use observational data will improve the use a
teacher actually makes of them.

L. '9 '9 'C sZ :01 asioiax3 aopeid AaN
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Organizational Note

4§-
Up to this point, the contents of this module have dealt with the obtaining of

data pertaining to student attainment. The material was directed to the evaluation of
the achievement ofthe individual student.

A professional responsibility of teachers is that of evaluating, making decisions
about, the effectiveness of instructional sequences, units or modules as they actually
were carried out in the classroaT. The purpose of these evaluations is to enable the
teacher to ma1ke changes in the iastructional strategies, in the instructional materials
provided to the students, and in the teacher's own activities as thg study and
instruction progresses, or before the same topic is taught again.

Meeting this professional responsibility requires an evaluation of three
components. The first as the students' activitiesthe types of study in which they-

Iengage, time spent in each, estimates of the effectiveness of each for students of
different -types, and contributions made by instruction in other classes and by
out -of- school experiences.

The sesAnd component is the instructional materials pi-ovided.,The evaluation
should take into account their adequacy, availability, and suitability fOr the students
involved.

The third component is the input of the individual teacher. The teacher's input
.largely is determined by a basic Irasp 9f the Subject matter, by planning efforts, by
activities during the instruction, and by the demands made upon the .teacher for
related and unrelated work with persons and groups other than the students.

Within this module, the evaluation of the students' activities and dr the
instructional materials will riot be considered because of time limitations. The
module will close with a very brief treatment of the evaluation of the input of the
teacher.

o
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ENABLING ELEMEN"r13

V *,

Reasons fonfocumenting Teacher Input

It is-almost universalkbaccepterthat what the teacher Pats into a. learning/
teaching sequen9 influences directly what the students receive from their study..
But the teacher may 'put in many things. Not all of them are obvious to students,
and song may not be recognized as inputs by the teacher. The first reason for
documenting the things a teachdr clops is to make them evident to the teacher, and
to others who have reasons to be interested -and concerned.

It frafact of life for teachers that they have only so much time and energy that
can be devoted to any giVen teaching task. The effectiveness of their instruction is /
dependeht on a very considerable extent upon the way they distibute their time
and effort among the principal activities in which they engage. The second rwson
for documenting the things teachers coo is to enable then to readjust the distribution
of their time and effort so that their total input may be more effective.

In the final analysis, the basic reason for a teacher XI -record the types; the
amounts of time,.and ,possibly his/her judgments about the effectiveness. cif. the
activities related to a module, learning sequence, or,unit is to enable the teacher -to
teach students more effectively;

7
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ENABLING ELEMENT 14

OP 4

Illustrative Form for Doctimenting Teacher Input
..

The form in Which teacher input. should be documented isntliat vItich the
teacher concerned .finds u_ Aable and useful. Therefore the form presented below is
illustrative of the ,types of information which are useful in making evaluative
decisions, and simple enough to be usable in most situations. Teachers should
experiinent by modifying the form until ,they develop onewhich.they find most "
usefur'and usable. ,

71.The form presented' lists three broad classes of teacher inputs, namely: A.
Planning, and LDiTect''Preparation; B. Direct' Instruction; and C. OtAf Related
Activities. Each of the broad ctasses is 'sub-divided into' more specific actiVities.
related to it. For each bf-the specific activities in whiCh the teacher engaged, space is
provided for recording the dates and the time spent on each date on tfV3t activify.
The last_ column provide§ space for. recording the teacher's. notes anecomments
about the conduct of each activity. a

The documented input, if kept current, may be very valuable for fOrmative.

evaluation purposes". For' by glancing over the previous day's entries the
teacher can identify activities on which, too much time was srfenrand those chi
which 'too little time was spent.. As a basis for the summative evaluation of the J.,
learning/teaChing sequence, the teacher -may add the number of minutes -spent on
each activity and examine the grand 'total and the balance among activities.
Relationships betweeh, the. kinds of things the students produced and theiii- levels of
achievement arid the types and extent of- teacher input probably will become
apparent.

Documenting teacher input serves its purpose when it enables the teacherto
ad just teaching activ,ities while instrUction is in progress, or to adjust the distribution
of teacher efforts the next time the unit is.taught.

r,
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Figure 3. Teacher Input Form

Consumers' Education

Topic Class

A. Planning and Direct Preparation
ti

Activity

4

,.

1. Planning teaching strategies and student activities.

Reviewing Content

3. ,Ass bling Materials

Total time spent in Rennin
(add column 2),

(

. 64.

'(

and Direct Prep-aration

- -

"I't

Ot

.



B. Direct InstruCtion
Consumers' Education

Date Spent Activity,

'"

it

1. Large group instruction

s- 2. Small groupinstruction

I

41.

3. 4,ndiVidual instruction
3

A

,

.

Eyakiation (ftst prep aration, scoring:. grading,
.- observing students at work, etc.): 1

° . ,

; '-` .;. .. \ -;

. 4f

,. .
T.

.1. Total time spent in.Direct Instruction Gadd column 2)

_J
I

.
65.

,

J ,

v

64,
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C. Other Related ACtivities
Consumers' Education

I

Time
Date Spent

4.

k
.4 '.Actiyity

1: Formal inservice classes and seminars

(
4

2. I hdependtnt study of the topic taught

!NV

3. RelatedP4mmitt6e work
d

do 4 4: Related community work

N.,

Total tim e spent in other related activities (add
. column 2)

41

66
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PRACTICE IEXERICISE 11

cr

Which of the following are valid reasons r a teacher to make 'a record of his/her
activities? Check as manV as are correct.

A. to help the teacher distribute his/her time Wisely
B. to'prove that work was done
C. tb call to the teachersrattention the types of related activities in

which Ile/she did or possibly should have engaged.

2. Classify each, of the entries on the right by recording its number beside the type
of teacher activity to which it belongs:

Type of ActiVity

A. Planning and Direct Preparation

a Planning teaching strate-
gies and student 'activities
Reviewing content
Assembling materials

B. Direct Instruction

d Large group
e Small group
f Individual
g Evaluation

C. Other Related Activities

h Formal nservice
i Independent study

.j Related committee tivork
k Related community work

a

Check your answers with the key Wow.

1. worked with Susy

2. made plans for teaching "banking"'

3. scanned chapter in the textbook

4,

ti

prepAred program on Consumers'
Edueationforyarents

5. attended extension class .

6. prepared test for unit

7. worked in library selecting ma-
terials for the clasi

0 X .8 y

67, '

73
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POST-ASSESSMENT

1. Listed'on the right are' posible ways of using observational data, Choose from
the alternatives on the left the one that lists the ways of using observational data
that are NOT generally advisable... .. ..

. t ,
NOT generally .

advisable ways Possible Ways
, . .

A. 2, 3.-
/ 1. Quantify them and, treat the results mathe-

'ma'tically. 2. Plan how best to use tht records for
B. 1, 5 all students if-Nt'ey will be used in arriving at the

grade for ant, )sttident. 3. Use the records for,C. 3, 4 cowiseling individual students and in confereilice
.

with individual student's parents. -4. Use them al.
part of a student's record, bting aware that theD. 2, 3, 4 one

.

be47ors recorded, cdristitute only a part of the
totKOf any stuident's behaviors. 5.-Use them in a

a co' pletely unstructured and uhplanned manner sor-i

you will not prejudice the behaviors of any
.student.,

2. Which o f tlib Possible' Reasons fisted is NOT valid. professionally as a, ,
reason(s} for &cam ting teacher input into the learningheaching pro'cess?

NOT valid

A( 1

B: 1, 3

t' 3,
2

f 1. Documenting the several things the teacher
does makes them evident to the teacher..

2. Documentifig theyseveral things the te-ac

does provides evidenco that the teacher did d
,something.

I,

3. ,Documenting the several things, a teacher does
enables him/her to redistribute his/her efforts
and thus become more effective.

lo
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Classify the specific teacher activity given in each of the two following
questions by recording the letter number of the type of,t acher input towhich it
belongs from the list on the right.

Specific Teacher Activity

3. Prepared presentation on Consum-
ers' Education for parents' club
(2 hours)

4. Scanned text materials for the
unit (30 minutes)

A

4

Type of, Teacher Input

A. Related Activities: Committee,
B. Related Activities: Community
C. Planning: Assemble Instruction

Materials .

D. Direct Instructiorii Large Group

A. Planning: Assemble Material_aterials
B. Other Activities: Formal Inservice

*C. Planning: Review of Content
D. Direct Instruction: Individual

° .69.7.5 .`
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GROUP ACTIVITY

1. Have teachers meet in small groups and analyze some Vst5 th'at have examples of
poor test items. Give reasons for their statements.

2.. Have teachers meet in small groups and construct well constructed test items.
Allow time for large group discussion. \J

y
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